
LOW LEAKAGE
MECHANICAL JOINT DEVELOPMENT

To enable components such as pumps in nuciear
power stations to be removed for service, designers
have used gasketted mechanical joints. Low leakage
maintenance-free joints are required. Chalk River
engineers determined the necessary parameters by
research and development to ensure mechanical joints
of the desired standard.

INTRODUCTION

Economic operation of the CANDU (Canada
Deuterium Uranium) Nuclear Power Generation
system requires that losses of the heavy water
moderator and coolant be minimized. liarly operating
experience at the Douglas Point Generating Station (a
200 M\V(electrical) CANDU-Pll\V(Pressurized Heavy
Water) reactor) revealed that much of the heavy
wat:r upkeep cost was due to substantial leakage
from mechanical joints, mainly between valve bodies
and bonnets similar to the boiler isolation valve
shown in Figure 1. Apart from lost production,
substantial costs were incurred, because of the in-
cteased difficulty of repair in radiation fields, in
replacing those gaskets which were leaking severely.
For example, regasketting two primary heat transport
system boiler isolation valves in October 1970 re-
quired about 30 man-rem (rem a measure of bio-
logical damage from radiation) exposure, an
estimated cost of SI50,000.

One might legitimately raise the question of why,
in a complex system such as a nuclear power station,
mechanical joints should be used at all. The answer is
that in many applications, hermetic alternatives such
as welded or seal welded joints or one-piece valve
bodies can and should be utilized. In other cases a
component can be omitted entirely without jeopar-
dizing station operating flexibility. There remain,
however, a number of valves, pumps, heat exchangers
and other components in each station where the
required or expected frequency of maintenance or
inspection dictates that the component be readily
openable. Gasketted joints are the preferred solution
in these instances.

The performance of any gaskettej joint can be
judged by two criteria: the leakage from the joint
must remain at an acceptable level over its lifetime,
and the gasket life must be such that the gasket does
not require replacement except when the component
is opened for maintenance or inspection.

Figure 1 — Double gasketted boiler isolation valve at

Douglas Point Generating Station
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In more specific terms, for a typical mechanical
joint in a CANDU system tins requires leakage of not
more than lOg/d over a five-year life.

At an early phase of the mechanical joint im-
provement •,)rugram, several joints, including thin
metal gask.'ls, self energizing metal seals, and spiral
wound, :-.ihestos filled gaskets were evaluated. It soon
hecau1'. apparent that ihc spiral wound gaskel could
form a low leakage seal at primaiy heat transport
system fluid conditions. This was fortunate as many
of these gaskets were already in use. But as there were
also problems with joints using spiral wound gaskets,
it was apparent that further s'.udy was necessary to
find the parameters thai determine the ability of the
spiral wound gasket to seal a joint.

THE GASKET

A spiral wound gasket is formed by winding on a
mandrel, under tension, alternate plies of a pre-
formed. V-shaped metal strip and a suitable filler
material. Several plies of metal without filler are used
on I he inside and outside of the gasket and are spot
welded to prevent unwinding. Type 304 stainless steel
is the most commonly used metal but gaskets can be
fabricated from a wide variety of metals and alloys.
C'hr.ysolile (Canadian) asbestos is the standard filler
material. Other fillers are available, including Cro-
cidolile (Blue African) asbestos, rubber, pyrolitic
graphite, and PTFE (polyietrafluoroethylene).

Spiral wound gaskets are manufactured in sizes
ranging from less than 25 mm outside diameter to
more than .i()00 mm outside diameter. Thicknesses
range from 1.4 mm to 7.2 mm. The meta! strip in
sizes examined is about 0.18 mm thick, but Chryso-
tile asbestos filler thickness has heen noted to vary
from 0.4 mm to 0.8 mm. The gasket manufacturers
claim that by variation of the tensions and thicknesses
the compression properties ol the gasket can be con-
trolled to suit the application. Most gaskets seem to
reach their recommended thickness at a mean contact
stress in the range of 70 to 150 MPa.

THE CODE

The application of various gasket types, including
spiral wound gaskets, is specified by the ASMli Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, in both Section 111
(nuclear vessels) and Section VII! (non-nuclear
vessels). The rules are basically identical for b.ith
sections. They are intended primarily to provide
safety against rupture. Experience has indicated that
these minimum specifications do not necessarily

ensure a leakage rate sufficiently low to meet the
CANDU system requirements(').

In general the leakage performance of any gasket,
including the spiral wound type, is affected by several
parameters. These parameters include

1. the internal energy of the contained fluid.

2. the seating stress applied to the gaskel,

3. the operating stress applied to the gasket.

4. the gasket sea! surface finish.

5. the flange rotation,

d. the flange waviness,

7. the severity of service.

X. the gaskel construction.

The ASME Code simplifies this complex behavior
of gaskets by specifying only two properties; the
minimum initial seating stress and the Mtio of the
operating gasket stress to the fluid pressure. The Code
stales that the boh load applied to a gasket must be
W,,,i where

TTG2P
W n l | = - -+ 2irbGmP ...(1)

but should under no circumstances he less than WU ,T
where

l i = ;rbGy ...C)

w m l = minimum required bolt load foi operating
conditions

Wni2 = minimum required boll load for gasket
sealing

G = diameter at location of gasket load reaction

P = design pressure

b = effective gasket width

m = gasket maintenance or operating factor

y = gaskel yield or seating factor

Thus the gasket stress required is assumed to be
constant at low pressure and linearly dependent upon
pressure at higher operating pressure. The effect of all
other parameters is ignored. For stainless steel and
asbestos spiral wound gaskets, the Code recommends
that m = 3 and y = 31.0 MPa. Use of these values,
luiwcver. generally leads to leakage in excess oi that
required for CANDU systems. More rigorous design
standards were therefore required lo be developed
and adopted.
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THE PROGRAM

As the design of gasket ted joints to Code stan-
dards was considered inadequate to achieve the
required leakage rates, various test programs were
initialed to determine the effects of joint parameters
on gasket performance. Much of this work has been
performed on the test rigs shown in Figure 2. These
use load studs with strain gauges inserted lo measure
accurately the gasket load, while the leakage is
collected in a plastic bottle for weighing.

It was postulated initially that the gasket seal\i>g
stress, the seal surface finish and the incidence of
thermal cycles might be among the parameters having
a large effect on gasket performance. Measurements
of leakage at various gasket sealing stresses were made
with and without ihermal cycling using a smooth
gaskcl seat, about ().d-4 /jm RMS surface roughness,
and a phonographic seat, about I 2.7/am RMS surface
roughness. These roughnesses represented reasonable
limits |o the extreme finishes which might be
expected lo be used.

Analysis of the leakage measurements indicated
no significant effect on leakage attributable to
thermal cycling, other than a small non-repetitive
increase, probably due lo gasket relaxation, following
the first cycle. Analysis on the basis of seat surface
llnish is illustrated in Figure .\ Again the results
assign no significance lo the finish ol the gasket seat,
llowevci when leakage is analysed as a luuetiou ot
initial gaskcl seating stress, a strong correlation of ibc
form

v = A» h ...<:,)

is levealed, where I1 = leakage and o = initial gasket
seating stress. The exponent, h, in this function, as
illustrated in Figure 4, was found to he of the order
of -H). The consequence of such a sir Mig dependence
of leakage upon initial gasket sealing stress cannot be
overstated. Should a gasket subject lo this perfor-
mance law be undepressed by ten percent, the
resulting leakage could be expected lo increase by a
factor of three.

It is conventional practice lo install spiral wound
gaskets in a restraining groove and then bring Ihc
hubs or flanges into metal-to-metal contact. This join!
configuration does not permit additional boll strain
upon application of hydrostatic pressure. Conversely,
it docs not permit the use of stored strain energy of
the bolting system lo compensate for the relaxation
in service of the gi...ket stress. This concept of load
maintenance, which has proven so valuable lor the

Figure 2 — Test rigs for measurement of gasket leakage of

various gasket stresses
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Figure 4 - Measured leakage from 130 mm

outside diameter spiral wound gaskets
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Figure 5 —Measured leakage from 130 mm

outside diameter spiral wound gaskets with

100% load maintenance

reduction of valve stem leakage.!-) was investigated
lor application to gaskelted joints. Wilh lull load
maintenance, reduction of leakage by a factor of
about ten has been achieved as shown in Figure 5. It
remains to be established, however, whether a
practical load maintenance system can achieve a
performance improvement at low leakage fewls
sufficient to warrant the increased hardware
complexity.

In some applications, the double gaskelled joint
has found considerable favor. The Douglas Point
Generating Station boiler isolation valve shown in
Figure 1 has an inner or primary gaskel and an outer
or secondary gasket. In the event of failure of the
primary gaskel. the secondary gaskel is designed to
continue to seal until an orderly repair can be
arranged. The intra-gaskel space provides a con-
venient access point for collection of such leakage as
there may be across the primary gasket. The disadvan-
tage of moving the primary gasket sufficiently far
inboard to allow room lor the seconeary gasket inside
the bolt circle is that the primary gasket reaction
fence creates a large flange rotational bending
moment which tends to unload the primary gaskel.

A lest program conducted on a 250 mm joint ef
this type has indicated that with careful, circumferen-
tially uniform load application to the gaskets, leakage
can he reduced to the range ol about 5 g/d over a
period of one year. Leakage acceleration was in the
range of 5(g/d)/year. indicating that a controllable,
albeit higher than desirable, leak rate could he
achieved over a five-year gasket lifetime. To ensure
the accuracy and uniformity of gaskel stiess neces-
sary to control leakage with these larger si/.e joints,
the use ot hydraulic stud telisioners. as shown in
Figure d has proven necessary. As much as a lenlold
leakage reduction during tests has been attributed to
the use of these tensioners.

SUMMARY

As a consequence of the development programs
conducted, certain recommendations lor design of
mechanical joints have been proposed. These include:

1. Spiral wound gaskets filled with Chrysotile
asbestos are adequate for primary heat transport
system fluid conditions.

2. Spiral wound gaskets should be seated under a
stress of 110 to 125 MPa for low leakage perlor
mance.
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Figure b — The use of hydraulic tensioners for uniform
loading of large gaskets.

.i. Load maintenance, while perhaps reducing leak-
aye, introduces mure complex hardware, and is of
uiiproveii benefit.

4. Uniform circumferential load application requires
the use of hydraulic stud tensioncrs to ensure
satisfy -tory performance from large size mecha-
nical joints.

VV.A. Crago
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